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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on the synthesis of secure systems.
We assume the system is composed of two users, the low level and the
high level users. The security property the system must satisfy is a noninterference property. A system is non-interferent if the low level user
cannot deduce any information about the system by playing its low level
actions. Various notions of non-interference have been defined in the
literature, and in this paper we consider the most popular ones: tracebased non-interference (SNNI) and (bi)simulation-based non-interference
(CSNNI and BSNNI). For each of these notions, we study the corresponding synthesis problem, i.e., build a controller s.t. the controlled system
is non-interferent.
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Introduction

Computing environments now allow users to use programs that are sent
or fetched from different sites to achieve their goal, either in private or in
an organization. Such programs may deal with secret information such as
private data (of an user) or as classified data (of an organization). Similar
situations may occur in any computing environments where multiple users
share common computing resources. One of the basic concerns in such
contexts is to ensure programs not to leak sensitive data to a third party,
either maliciously or inadvertently. This is what is often called secrecy.
In an environment with two parties, information flow analysis defines
secrecy as: “high level information never flows into low level channels”.
Such a definition is referred to as a non-interference property, and may
⋆
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capture any causal dependency between high level and low level behaviors.
Such properties (namely1 SNNI, CSNNI, BSNNI) are out of the scope of
the common safety/liveness classification of system properties [1]. In recent years, verification of information flow security properties has been a
very active domain [1, 2] as it can be applied to the analysis of cryptographic protocols where numerous uniform and concise characterizations
of information flow security properties (e.g. confidentiality, authentication, non-repudiation or anonymity) in terms of non-interference have
been proposed.
In this paper, we consider the problem of synthesizing non-interferent
systems. The verification problem for a given system S and a specification φ consists in checking whether S satisfies φ which is often written
S |= φ and referred to as the model-checking problem. In contrast, the
control problem assumes the system is open i.e., we can restrict the behavior of S: some events in S are controllable (say Σc ) and the others
are uncontrollable (Σu ), and we can disable controllable actions. Given a
controller C, the supervised system C(S) (read “S supervised by C”) is
composed of the subset of the behaviors of S that is allowed by C. The
control problem for a system S and a specification φ asks the following: Is
there a controller C s.t. C(S) |= φ ? The associated controller synthesis
problem asks to compute a witness controller C.
For security properties such as non-interference, we are given a system S, and a type of non-interference φ ∈ {SNNI, CSNNI, BSNNI}. The
φ-non-interference verification problem asks whether S is non-interferent
for φ (we use the shortcut “S is φ” in the sequel). The φ-non-interference
control problem asks the following: Is there a controller C such that C(S)
has the φ-non-interference property? Moreover we are interested in computing the most permissive controller for S in case there is one.
In [3] the authors consider the complexity of many non-interference
verification problems but control is not considered. There is also a large
body of work on the use of static analysis techniques to enforce information flow policies. A general overview may be found in [4]. The noninterference control problem was first considered in [5] for dense-time systems given by timed automata. The non-interference property that was
considered is the state non-interference property, which is less demanding
than the ones we consider here.
This paper is a followup paper of our previous work [6] about noninterference control problems. In this previous paper, we have assumed
that high level actions (Σh ) are controllable (Σc = Σh ) and low level ac1
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tions (Σl ) are uncontrollable (Σu = Σl ) i.e., we have studied a particular
instance of the control problem. In the present paper we release this assumption and only assume that2 Σh ∪ Σl = Σc ∪ Σu . This generalization
is interesting in practice because it enables one to specify that an action
from Σh cannot be disabled (a service must be given), while some actions
of Σu can be disabled. We can view actions of Σu as capabilities of the
low level user (e.g, pressing a button), and it thus makes sense to prevent
the user using the button for instance by disabling it temporarily. It is
also of theoretical interest, because these general non-interference control
problems are really more difficult than the verification problems in the
sense that we can reduce the verification problems to particular instances
of the control problems: it suffices to take Σc = ∅ and Σu = Σh ∪ Σl . This
was not the case for the control problems studied in [6]. Moreover, we
consider here that the controller has the knowledge of the full history of
the system at any point in time. This is also in contrast with [6], where we
investigated the SNNI-non-interference control problem in the Ramadge
and Wonham setting, i.e., where the knowledge of the controller is the
set of actions that have happened from the beginning. The new results
of this paper are the following: we reduce the SNNI-controller synthesis
problem (with Σh ∪ Σl = Σc ∪ Σu ) to solving a sequence of safety control
problems and obtain an EXPTIME algorithm in the general case. We also
prove that in case a controller exists, there is a most permissive one. We
characterize the class of systems for which the SNNI-CSP can be solved
in PTIME.
In [6], we proved that the BSNNI-non-interference control problem
was decidable (EXPTIME) when Σc = Σh and Σu = Σl . Releasing the
assumption raises a lot of issues: for example, we exhibit an example for
which there is no most permissive controller.
We then focus on the “easier” CSNNI-non-interference controller synthesis problem. We show that under some assumptions we can reduce
it to the SNNI-CSP. Finally, we exhibit an example for which again, no
most permissive controller exists.
Organization of the paper. Section 2 recalls the basics of finite automata, languages, bisimulation. Section 3 contains known results about
safety control and the definitions of non-interference and the control synthesis problems. Section 4 is the core of the paper and contains the main
result: we solve the SNNI-CSP. In Section 5, we show that the BSNNICP does not have nice properties (like existence of a most permissive
2
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controller). Finally, in Section 6 we give a list of open problems and future work.
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Preliminaries

Let Σ be a finite set, ε 6∈ Σ and Σ ε = Σ ∪ {ε}. A word w over Σ is a
sequence of letters w = a0 a1 · · · an s.t. ai ∈ Σ for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Σ ∗ is the
set of words over Σ. We denote u.v the concatenation of two words. As
usual ε is also the empty word s.t. u.ε = ε.u = u. A language is a subset
of Σ ∗ . Given a word w = a0 a1 · · · an and L ⊆ Σ the projection of w over
L is denoted w/L.
2.1

Labeled Transition Systems

Definition 1 (Labeled Transition System). A labeled transition system (LTS) is a tuple S = (S, s0 , Σ ε , →) where S is a set of states, s0 is
the initial state, Σ a finite alphabet of actions, →⊆ S × Σ ε × S is the
a
transition relation. We use the notation q −
→ q ′ if (q, a, q ′ ) ∈→. A LTS is
finite if S is finite. We let En(q) be the set of labels a s.t. (q, a, q ′ ) ∈→
for some q ′ .

a

a

1
2
A run ρ of S from s is a finite sequence of transitions ρ = q0 −→
q1 −→
an
· · · −→ qn s.t. q0 = s and (qi , ai , qi+1 ) ∈→ for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We denote
∗
last(ρ) the last state of the sequence i.e., the state qn , and q0 −−→ qn
if there is a run from from q0 to qn . The set of reachable states of S is
∗
Reach(S) = {s | s0 −−→ s}. We let Runs(s, S) be the set of runs from s in
S and Runs(S) = Runs(s0 , S). The trace of ρ is trace(ρ) = a1 · · · an .
A finite automaton is a tuple A = (S, s0 , Σ ε , →, F ) where (S, s0 , Σ ε , →)
is a finite LTS and F ⊆ Q is a set of final states.
A word w ∈ Σ ∗ is generated by A if w = trace(ρ) for some ρ ∈ Runs(A)
with last(ρ) ∈ F . The language generated3 by A, L(A), is the set of words
generated by A. Two automata A and B are language equivalent denoted
A ≈L B if L(A) = L(B) i.e., they generate the same set of words.

2.2

Simulation and Bisimulation

Definition 2 (Weak Simulation). Let A1 = (S1 , s10 , Σ ε , →1 ), A2 =
(S2 , s20 , Σ ε , →) be two LTS. Let R ⊆ S1 × S2 be a relation. R is a weak
simulation relation of A2 by A1 if:
3
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1. s10 Rs20 ,
2. for each s ∈ S1 , p ∈ S2 s.t. sRp:
ε∗

ε∗

– if p −→2 p′ then ∃s′ s.t. s −→1 s′ and s′ Rp′ ,
ε∗ aε∗
ε∗ aε∗
– if p −−−→2 p′ then ∃s′ s.t. s −−−→1 s′ and s′ Rp′ .
A1 weakly simulates A2 if there is a weak simulation of A2 by A1 . We
write A1 ⊑W A2 if A1 weakly simulates A2 .

Definition 3 (Weak Bisimulation). Let A1 = (S1 , s10 , Σ ε , →1 ), A2 =
(S2 , s20 , Σ ε , →) be two LTS. A1 and A2 are weakly bisimilar if there is a
−1
weak simulation ⊑W s.t. A1 ⊑W A2 and A2 ⊑−1
W A1 ( i.e., ⊑W and ⊑W
are weak simulation relations). We write A1 ≈W A2 if A1 and A2 are
weakly bisimilar.

2.3

Restriction and Abstraction

The abstracted transition system hides a set of labels L ⊆ Σ:
Definition 4 (Abstracted Transition System). Given a LTS A =
(S, s0 , Σ ε , →) and L ⊆ Σ we define the LTS A/L = (S, s0 , (Σ\L)ε , →L )
a
a
ε
a
where q −
→L q ′ ⇐⇒ q −
→ q ′ for a ∈ Σ \ L and q −
→L q ′ ⇐⇒ q −
→ q ′ for
a ∈ L ∪ {ε}.

The restricted transition system cuts transitions labeled by the letters in
L ⊆ Σ:
Definition 5 (Restricted Transition System). Given a LTS A = (S,
s0 , Σ ε , →) and L ⊆ Σ, A \ L is the LTS (S, s0 , (Σ \ L)ε , →L ) where
a
a
q−
→L q ′ ⇐⇒ q −
→ q ′ for a ∈ Σ ε \ L.


3
3.1

Control and Non-Interference
Known Results about Safety Control

Let S = (S, s0 , Σ, →) be a LTS s.t. the set of actions is partitioned into
Σu (uncontrollable actions) and Σc (controllable actions). In this case we
say A is a Game LTS (GLTS).
Definition 6 (Controller). A controller C for S is a partial mapping
C : Runs(s0 , S) → Σc .

Given S and C, the set of runs Outcome(C(S)) ⊆ Runs(s0 , S) of the
controlled system C(S) is inductively defined by:
5

– s0 ∈ Outcome(C(S)),
l
l
– if ρ ∈ Outcome(C(S)) then ρ −
→ q ′ ∈ Outcome(C(S)) if last(ρ) −
→ q′
and either l ∈ Σu , or l ∈ C(ρ).

A state q is reachable in C(S) if there is a run ρ ∈ Outcome(C(S))
s.t. last(ρ) = q. Reach(C(S)) denotes the set of reachable states of C(S).
l

Controllable Predecessors. Let Prel (X) = {q | ∃q ′ ∈ X : q −
→ q ′ }. We
l
l
define Cpre(X) = {q | ∃l ∈ Σc : q ∈ Pre (X) \ Pre (X̄)} and Upre(X) =
{q | ∃l ∈ Σu : q ∈ Prel (X)}. We let π(X) = (X ∪ Cpre(X)) \ Upre(X) be
the set of controllable predecessors of a set X.
Remark 1. The usual definition of π is π(X) = Cpre(X) \ Upre(X); it
requires the system to make a controllable move in order to win. In our
setting, we accept the controller which prevents all controllable actions.
This is why we use this extended version of π. If one wants to impose
that a controllable is taken to win (i.e., use the usual definition of π), the
results we obtain in the sequel are still valid.
Algorithm for Safety Control. The control objective we are going to
use in the sequel are safety objectives. They can be given by a designated
set of bad states we want to avoid. Let A = (S, s0 , Σ, →, Bad) be a finite
automaton. The safety control problem for A is the following:
Is there a controller C s.t. Reach(C(A)) ∩ Bad = ∅ ?

(SafCP)

The classical results (e.g, [7]) for (SafCP) are the following:
– it can be solved in linear time in the size of A by computing the
greatest fix-point of X = π(X) ∩ Bad (with Bad = S \ Bad). This
gives the set W of winning states of the game;
– if q0 ∈ W, there is a controller C s.t. Reach(C(A)) ∩ Bad = ∅. Moreover, there is even a memoryless most permissive controller C : S →
c
2Σc defined by: c ∈ C(q) if for each q ′ s.t. q −−→ q ′ , q ′ ∈ W.
A controller f is memoryless if whenever last(ρ) = last(ρ′ ), f (ρ) = f (ρ′ ).
For finite automata, this means that such a controller can be defined as
a mapping from the set of states to the set of controllable actions.
3.2

Non-Interference Problems

The strong non-deterministic non-interference (SNNI) property has been
first proposed by Focardi [1] as a trace-based generalization of non-interference for concurrent systems. Let A = (S, s0 , Σ, →) be a LTS, s.t. Σ =
Σh ∪ Σl : Σl (resp. Σh ) is the set of public (resp. private) actions.
6

Definition 7 (SNNI). A has the strong non-deterministic non-interference property (in short “A is SNNI”) if A/Σh ≈L A\Σh .

Example 1 (SNNI). Figure 1.(a) gives an example of a system which is
not SNNI. The high level actions are Σh = {h1 , h2 } and the low level
actions are Σl = {l1 , l2 }. l2 is a trace of A/Σh but not of A\Σh and A is
not SNNI. If we consider A without the action l2 , A is SNNI.
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(a) The automaton A
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(b) The Most Liberal Controllable Subgraph of A

Fig. 1. Automaton and Controller

We now give the simulation-based definition of strong non-deterministic
non-interference proposed in [1, 5]. Actually, any (bi)simulation-based information flow property presented in [1] could be recast in a similar manner.
Definition 8 (Cosimulation-based SNNI). A has the cosimulationbased strong non-deterministic non-interference property (“A is CSNNI”)
if A\Σh ⊑W A/Σh .

Definition 9 (Bisimulation-based SNNI). A has the bisimulationbased strong non-deterministic non-interference property (“A is BSNNI”)
if A/Σh ≈W A\Σh .

The SNNI (resp. CSNNI, BSNNI) verification problem (SNNI-VP, resp.
CSNNI-VP, BSNNI-VP) is the following: given a LTS A with Σ = Σh ∪Σl ,
decide whether A is SNNI (resp. CSNNI, BSNNI).
The problem of establishing language equivalence of non-deterministic
finite automata is reducible in polynomial time to the problem of checking
trace equivalence. Such a problem is known to be PSPACE-complete [8].
Also, SNNI-VP is in PSPACE as well [1]. It is not hard to prove that the
SNNI-VP is PSPACE-complete:
Theorem 1. SNNI-VP is PSPACE-complete.
7

Proof. The proof is a reduction of the language equivalence problem for
finite state automata (which is PSPACE-complete) to SNNI-VP. Let A
and B be two finite automata over the alphabet Σ and with initial states
sA and sB . Build C and C ′ as follows (see Fig. 2): the initial state of
C (resp. C ′ ) is sA (resp. sB ), the alphabet of C and C ′ is Σh ∪ Σl with
Σl = Σ and Σh = {h}. The transitions of C are defined in Fig. 2. C ′ is
iB
•

B

h
•
iA

A

Fig. 2. Reduction of language equivalence to SNNI-VP.

built by swapping the role of A and B in Fig. 2. It is then clear that:
L(C\Σh ) = L(A) and L(C/Σh ) = L(A) ∪ L(B) and L(C ′ \Σh ) = L(B)
and L(C ′ /Σh ) = L(B) ∪ L(A) . Hence L(B) = L(A) iff C and C ′ have
the SNNI property, which can be checked in PSPACE.
⊓
⊔
The BSNNI (and CSNNI) verification problems are in PTIME [9].
3.3

Non-Interference Control Problems

The previous non interference problems (SNNI-VP, CSNNI-VP, BSNNIVP) consist in checking whether a LTS has the non-interference property.
In case the answer is “no” one has to investigate why the non-interference
property does not hold, modify A and check again the property again.
In contrast to the verification problem, the control problem indicates
whether there is a way of restricting the behavior of users to ensure a given
property. Let ⊲⊳∈ {SNNI, CSNNI, BSNNI}. The ⊲⊳-Control Problem (⊲⊳CP) is the following: given a LTS A and 4 sets Σh , Σl , Σc , Σu with Σl ∩
Σh = Σc ∩ Σu = ∅ and Σh ∪ Σl = Σc ∪ Σu ,
Is there a controller C s.t. C(A) is ⊲⊳?

(⊲⊳-CP)

Notice that in our previous work [6], we required Σh = Σc and Σu = Σl
and thus the trivial controller that disables Σc was always a solution.
This is no more true in this more general setting for BSNNI as shown in
Section 5. The ⊲⊳-Control Synthesis Problem (⊲⊳-CSP) asks to compute a
witness when the answer to the ⊲⊳-CP is “yes”, and if there is one, the
most permissive controller.
8

4

SNNI Control Problem

In this section, we show that the SNNI-CSP can be solved by solving
iteratively safety control problems.
4.1

An Algorithm for the SNNI-CSP

Let A = (S, s0 , Σ, →) be a finite automaton with Σ = Σh ∪ Σl . Let Σc
and Σu be two disjoint sets s.t. Σc ∪ Σu = Σh ∪ Σl . If we admit the
controller which can disable all the controllable actions, the SNNI-CP
can be checked easily:
Theorem 2. If all the controllable actions can be disabled, the SNNI-CP
can be checked in PSPACE.
Proof. Assume there is a controller C s.t. C(A)/Σh = C(A)\Σh . We let
C − (ρ) = C(ρ) \ {c} for c ∈ Σc . C − is the same as C but disables c. If
c ∈ Σl , C − (A)/Σh and C − (A)\Σh obviously generates the same word
when restricted to Σl \ {l}. If c ∈ Σh , then C − (A) generates less words
than C(A). Hence L(C − (A)/Σh ) ⊆ L(C(A)/Σh ) and as L(C − (A)\Σh ) =
L(C − (A)\Σh ) the result follows4 . This proves that if there is a controller
C s.t. C(A) is SNNI then A\Σc is SNNI. It then suffices to check that
A\Σc is SNNI to solve SNNI-CP which is a verification problem that can
solved in PSPACE.
⊓
⊔
In case we do not allow a controller to disable all controllable actions
(i.e., we use the more demanding version of the π operator), Theorem 2
does not hold. To solve the SNNI-CP we need to solve the SNNI-CSP.
In the sequel we assume A\Σh is deterministic. To compute the most
permissive controller, we build a safety game from A and solve a safety
control problem. If necessary we iterate this procedure.
Formally, we define A2 = (S ∪ {Bad}, s0 , Σl , →2 ) with Bad being a
l

l

fresh state and s.t. A2 is a complete version of A\Σh : q −
→2 q ′ if q −
→ q′,
l

a

and q −
→2 Bad if l 6∈ En(q) and Bad −
→ Bad for a ∈ Σl .
Because A\Σh is deterministic, an immediate consequence is:
w

Fact 1 w 6∈ L(A\Σh ) ⇐⇒ q0 −→2 Bad.
Let A1 = A. Define A1 ⊗ A2 = (S × (S ∪ {Bad}), (s0 , s0 ), Σ, →) by:
h

h

– for h ∈ Σh , (q1 , q2 ) −→ (q1′ , q2 ) if q1 −→ q1′ ;
4

Notice that it is always the case that L(B\Σh ) ⊆ L(B/Σh ).
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l

l

l

→ q2′ ;
→ q1′ and q2 −
– for l ∈ Σl , (q1 , q2 ) −
→ (q1′ , q2′ ) if q1 −
In other words, A1 mimics A and A2 records the sequence of events in Σl
generated by A.
w

Lemma 1. Let w ∈ Σ ∗ . (q0 , q0 ) −→ (q, Bad) iff w/Σl 6∈ L(A\Σh ).
w/Σl

w

Proof. By definition of A1 ⊗ A2 , (q0 , q0 ) −→ (q, Bad) ⇐⇒ q0 −−−−→2 Bad
w/Σl

because A2 records Σl moves. Using Fact 1 q0 −−−−→2 Bad ⇐⇒ w/Σl 6∈
L(A\Σh ).
⊓
⊔
We now state some key theorems about the good controllers of A. Let
Bad⊗ = S × {Bad}. Given a run ρ ∈ Runs(A1 ⊗ A2 ), we let ρ|1 be the
projection of ρ on A1 .
Theorem 3. Let C : Runs(A) → Σc be a controller for A satisfying
(H) : L(C(A)/Σh ) = L(C(A)\Σh ). Let C ⊗ be the controller on A1 ⊗ A2
defined by C ⊗ (ρ) = C(ρ|1 ). Then, Reach(C ⊗ (A1 ⊗ A2 )) ∩ Bad⊗ = ∅.
Proof. C ⊗ is well defined because A2 is deterministic. Assume Reach(C ⊗ (A1 ⊗
A2 ))∩Bad⊗ 6= ∅. By definition, there is a run ρ in Outcome(C ⊗ (A1 ⊗A2 ))
s.t.
a

a

a

l

1
2
n
ρ = (q0 , q0 ) −−→
(q1 , q1′ ) −−→
· · · −−→
(qn , qn′ ) −
→ (qn+1 , Bad)

a

qn

a

l

1
2
Let ρ1 = q0 −−→
q1 −−→
· · · −−→ qn −
→ qn+1 i.e., ρ1 is the projection on A1
of ρ. Let w = a1 a2 · · · an l/Σl . We can prove (1): ρ1 ∈ Outcome(C(A)) and
(2): w 6∈ L(C(A)\Σh ). (1) directly follows from the definition of C ⊗ . This
implies that w ∈ L(C(A)/Σh ). (2) follows from Lemma 1. By (1) and
(2) we obtain that w ∈∈ L(C(A)/Σh ) \ L(C(A)\Σh ) i.e., L(C(A)/Σh ) 6=
L(C(A)\Σh ) and so C(A) does not have the SNNI property. This contradicts the assumption (H). Hence Reach(C ⊗ (A1 ⊗ A2 )) ∩ Bad⊗ = ∅.
⊓
⊔

Theorem 4. Let C ⊗ : Runs(A1 ⊗ A2 ) → Σc be a controller for A1 ⊗ A2
s.t. (H ′ ) : Reach(C ⊗ (A1 ⊗ A2 )) ∩ Bad⊗ = ∅. Let C(ρ) = C ⊗ (ρ′ ) if ρ′|1 = ρ.
If C(A)\Σh = A\Σh then L(C(A)/Σh ) = L(C(A)\Σh ).
a

qn

a

1
2
Proof. Let ρ1 = q0 −−→
q1 −−→
· · · −−→ qn be a run of A. It is a run
of A1 and as A2 is deterministic and complete there is exactly one run
a2
a1
an
· · · −−→
(qn , qn′ ) in A1 ⊗ A2 with the same
ρ = (q0 , q0 ) −−→
(q1 , q1′ ) −−→
trace a1 · · · an . So C is well defined. Assume L(C(A)/Σh ) 6= L(C(A)\Σh ).
As L(C(A)/Σh ) ⊇ L(C(A)\Σh ) is always satisfied, it must the case that
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a

1
there is some w ∈ L(C(A)/Σh ) \ L(C(A)\Σh ). There is a run ρ1 = q0 −−→
a2
an
q1 −−→
· · · −−→
qn in C(A) s.t. trace(ρ1 )/Σl = w. Let ρ be the unique run
with trace trace(ρ1 ) = trace(ρ) in A1 ⊗ A2 . Write

a

a

a

1
2
n
ρ = (q0 , q0 ) −−→
(q1 , q1′ ) −−→
· · · −−→
(qn , qn′ )

First by Lemma 1, qn′ = Bad, as L(C(A)\Σh ) = L(A\Σh ). Second, this
run ρ is in Outcome(C ⊗ (A1 ⊗ A2 )) because of the definition of C. Hence
Reach(C ⊗ (A1 ⊗ A2 )) ∩ Bad⊗ 6= ∅ which contradicts (H ′ ).
⊓
⊔
If the condition C(A)\Σh = A\Σh of Theorem 4 is not satisfied, C(A)
is not necessarily SNNI, as we can see in the example of Fig. 3. In this
example, Σh = {h} and Σc = {a}. We can compute C(K) from C ⊗ with
Reach(C ⊗ (K1 ⊗ K2 )) ∩ Bad⊗ = ∅. Obviously C(K) is not SNNI. For the
example of Fig. 1, the condition is true and the most permissive controller
is given in Fig. 1.(b). There is an easy sufficient condition for C(A) to be
h

0

4

a

5

a
1

0
h

2

b

h

4

a

5

3
(b) The automaton C(K)

(a) The automaton K

Fig. 3. An Automaton K with C(K) not SNNI.

SNNI:
Corollary 1. If Σc ⊆ Σh , then C(A) is SNNI.
Proof. In this case, for any controller C(A)\Σh = A\Σh and thus the
condition of Theorem 4 is satisfied.
⊓
⊔
In this latter case, we can compute the most permissive controller (if there
is a solution for the game on A1 ⊗ A2 ). Let C̃ be defined by C̃(ρ) = C(ρ|1 )
with C the most permissive controller for A1 ⊗ A2 . By Theorem 4, C̃ is a
good controller and by Theorem 3 it is the most permissive. The example
of Fig. 3 shows that computing a most permissive controller on A1 ⊗ A2
does not always suffice. Actually, we may have to iterate the computation
of a most permissive controller on the reduced system C(A). Let ⊥ be
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the symbol that denotes non controllability5 (⊥ is the most permissive
controller for a system iff it is not controllable). We inductively define a
family of controllers and controlled systems as follows:
– let A0 = C 0 (A) = A;
– let D i+1 be the most permissive controller for the game (Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 )
s.t. Reach(D i+1 (Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 )) ∩ Bad⊗
i = ∅ (⊥ if no such controller exists).
⊗
We use the notation Badi because this set depends on Ai . Define
C i+1 (ρ) = D i+1 (ρ′ ) if ρ′|1 = ρ. C i+1 is well defined because Ai2 is
always deterministic. We let Ai+1 = C i+1 (A).
Because of the definition of C i , C i+1 is more restrictive than C i (it is a
controller on a game defined by C i (A)). Hence we can define the controller
C̃ by: C̃ = ∩i≥0 C i i.e., c ∈ C̃(ρ) ⇐⇒ c ∈ C i (ρ) for all i ≥ 0.
Lemma 2. Let A′ be a subgraph of the unfolding of A and C a controller for A. If Reach(C ⊗ (A′1 ⊗ A′2 )) ∩ Bad⊗ 6= ∅ then L(C(A)/Σh ) 6=
L(C(A)\Σh ).
Proof. If Reach(C ⊗ (A′1 ⊗ A′2 )) ∩ Bad⊗ 6= ∅ there is a run
a

a

a

l

1
2
n
ρ = (q0 , q0 ) −−→
(q1 , q1′ ) −−→
· · · −−→
(qn , qn′ ) −
→ (qn+1 , Bad)

in C ⊗ (A′1 ⊗A′2 ). The run ρ|1 is a run in C(A′ ) and thus w = trace(ρ)/Σl ∈
C(A′ )/Σh . Thus w is also in C(A)/Σh . Moreover there is no run in
C(A′ )\Σh that can produce the trace w. Because A′2 is a subgraph of
A2 and is deterministic, there can be no run in C(A)\Σh with the trace
w. This proves that L(C(A)/Σh ) 6= L(C(A)\Σh ).
⊓
⊔
Lemma 3. If C is such that L(C(A)/Σh ) = L(C(A)\Σh ), then for each
i ≥ 1, and for each run ρ ∈ Runs(A), C(ρ) ∈ C i (ρ).
Proof. Assume C(A) is not a subgraph of C i (A) for some i ≥ 1. By
definition, as C i is the most permissive controller for Ai , Reach(C ⊗ (Ai1 ⊗
i
Ai2 ))∩Bad⊗
i 6= ∅. Applying Lemma 2, as A is a subgraph of A, this implies
that L(C(A)/Σh ) 6= L(C(A)\Σh ) which contradicts the assumption. ⊓
⊔
Thus if C is such that L(C(A)/Σh ) = L(C(A)\Σh ), then for each run
ρ ∈ Runs(A), C(ρ) ∈ C̃(ρ). If we use the more restrictive definition of π
i.e., π(X) = Cpre(X) \ Upre(X), it may be the case that no controller
exists. In this case the following theorem holds:
5

We want our procedure to be robust e.g, if we change the definition of π and impose
that a controller must always be able to do a controllable action. This is why we
need this ⊥ controller.
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Theorem 5. If C̃ = ⊥ then there is no controller C s.t. L(C(A)/Σh ) =
L(C(A)\Σh ).
Proof. Direct consequence of Lemma 3.

⊓
⊔

The next Lemma is of great importance as it implies that the sequence
C i stabilizes after a finite number of iterations.
Lemma 4. C i+1 is memoryless on Ai \Σh .
Proof. Recall that memoryless for f means that f (ρ) = f (ρ′ ) whenever
last(ρ) = last(ρ′ ). D i+1 is memoryless on Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 , so it is memoryless on
(Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 )\Σh . As Ai2 is deterministic, and by definition of the product
operator ⊗, (q1 , q2 ) ∈ ((Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 )\Σh ) =⇒ q1 = q2 . Let ρ1 and ρ2 be two
runs in Runs(Ai \Σh ) s.t. last(ρ1 ) = last(ρ2 ). There exist two runs ρ̃1 and
ρ̃2 in Runs((Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 )\Σh ), s.t. ρ̃1|1 = ρ1 and ρ̃2|1 = ρ2 . Because (Ai1 ⊗
Ai2 )\Σh is deterministic, we must have last(ρ̃1 ) = (last(ρ1 ), last(ρ1 )) =
(last(ρ2 ), last(ρ2 )) = last(ρ̃2 ). Hence D i+1 (ρ̃1 ) = D i+1 (ρ̃2 ) because D i+1
is memoryless, and by definition C i+1 (ρ1 ) = C i+1 (ρ2 ). This proves that
C i+1 is memoryless on Ai \Σh .
⊓
⊔
A consequence of Lemma 4 is that C i+1 (Ai )\Σh is a sub automaton
of C i (Ai−1 )\Σh . It can be computed as follows: let aq = C i+1 (q, q) with
(q, q) a state of C i+1 (Ai )\Σh . C i+1 (Ai )\Σh is obtained from C i (Ai )\Σh
by keeping only the transitions in aq for each state q of C i (Ai )\Σh or
equivalently by pruning the transitions which are not in aq . The sequence
C i+1 (Ai )\Σh then forms a decreasing sequence and thus stabilizes for
some index i0 . C i0 satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.
Theorem 6. If C̃ 6= ⊥, then L(C̃(A)/Σh ) = L(C̃(A)\Σh ).
Proof. First C̃ = C i0 6= ⊥. Reach(D i0 (Ai10 ⊗ Ai20 )) ∩ Bad⊗ = ∅ by definition of C i0 . Moreover, C i0 (Ai0 −1 )\Σh = Ai0 −1 \Σh and by Theorem 4,
C i0 (Ai0 −1 ) = C i0 (A) is SNNI. By Lemma 3, it is also the most permissive
controller.
⊓
⊔
Remark 2. Although C̃ is the most permissive controller, any sub-controller
of C̃ is not necessarily a good controller for SNNI.
For example, let us consider the automaton B of Fig. 4 with Σc = {a, h}.
The most permissive controller does not disable anything. Disabling a
from state 0 will result in a automaton which is not SNNI. This is in
contrast to the usual notion of most permissive controllers where any subcontroller of the most permissive one is a good controller. In the SNNI
control problem, the most permissive controller generates the largest controllable subgraph of an automaton which is SNNI.
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0

1

a

2

a
3
Fig. 4. Automaton B

Theorem 7. C̃ can be computed in O(| → |.|S|2 ) steps.
Proof. Deciding whether there is a controller for Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 avoiding Bad⊗
i
can be done in linear time6 by computing the set of winning states as
described in section 3.1. Moreover, if such a controller exists, a memoryless
most permissive controller exists and has the size at most |Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 |.
When we compute the first controller C 1 from C ⊗ , we obtain a controlled
system C 1 (A) of size |A|2 . The important property of this automaton is
the following: let (q1 , q2 ) and (q1 , q2′ ) be two states in C 1 (A)1 ⊗ C 1 (A)2 .
Because a state q1 in C 1 (A) already contains the state reached in A2 , it
must be the case that q2 = q2′ . Hence the controller C 2 (A) is memoryless
on C 1 (A). It can be obtained by cutting transitions in C 1 (A) and has size
O(|A|2 ). From index 2 on, all the controllers are memoryless.
Each time we solve a safety game C i (A)1 ⊗ C i (A)2 , its size is at most
O(|A|3 ) (because C i (A)2 is of size O(|A|)). Actually, because the state
of Ai2 is already encoded in the state of Ai 1 this automaton is a of size
O(|A|2 ) as well.
The system C i+1 (A), i ≥ 1 can be obtained by pruning in C i (A) the
transitions disabled by C i+1 . Hence C i+1 (A) is of size O(|A|2 ) as well and
on the next step we solve again a safety game of size O(|A|2 ).
As each time we iterate the computation of a new C i we remove at
least one transition in C i (A)\Σh : thus we have to solve at most | → |
safety games of size O(|A|2 ).
⊓
⊔
Corollary 2. Let A\Σh be deterministic. The most permissive controller
can be computed in time O(|S|4 ) and has size at most O(|S|2 ).
If A\Σh is not deterministic, we can obtain a deterministic A2 which has
size exponential in |A| and thus the computation of the most permissive
controller can de done in exponential time.
4.2

Application

In [1], R. Focardi and R. Gorrieri defined system with two variables that
can read and written by two users. We label the corresponding actions
6

In the size of Ai1 ⊗ Ai2 .
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waij for writing and raij for reading, with a ∈ {h, l} is the user (high or
low level), i ∈ {0, 1} is the binary variable read or written,, and j ∈ {0, 1}
is the value read or written in i. Let A0 and A1 be given as in Fig. 5 with
wlij and rlij ∈ Σl for i, j ∈ {0, 1} and whij and rhij ∈ Σh for i, j ∈ {0, 1}.
The automaton Ai represents the effect on the variable i of a read/write
action by a user. The synchronized product A0 × A1 describes the system
with the two users updating and reading the variables. A0 × A1 is not
SNNI (which may be hard to infer at first glance . . . ).

wl00 wh00
rl00 rh00

wl10 wh10
rl10 rh10

00
wl00
wh00

10
wl01
wh01

wl10
wh10

wl11
wh11

01

11

wl01 wh01
rl01 rh01

wl01 wh01
rl01 rh01

(a) The automaton A0

(b) The automaton A1
Fig. 5. A0 and A1

We suppose that Σu = {rl00 , rl01 } and that all other actions are in
Σc . To make the system SNNI, [1] proposes a monitor M that restricts
the behavior of A0 × A1 as described by Fig. 6
The solution chosen is to prevent the low level user to read the second
variable and the high level user to write in the first variable.
Using our algorithm, we can see that the monitor M of [1] is not
the most permissive one. The controller C given in Fig. 7 is the most
permissive one. It has been computed with UPPAAL-TiGA [10].

5
5.1

BSNNI Control Problem
Issues with the BSNNI Control Problem

The BSNNI-CP does not have nice properties. First BSNNI is not equivalent to SNNI even if A\Σh is deterministic as demonstrated by the example F of Fig. 8(a). We assume Σl = {l1 } and Σh = {h1 }.
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wh00
rl00 rh00

wl10 wh10
rh10

00
wl00

10
wl10
wh10

wl01

wl11
wh11

01

11

wh01
rl01 rh01

wl11 wh11
rh11

(a) The automaton M(A0 )

(b) The automaton M(A1 )

Fig. 6. Monitor M of [1] for A0 and A1

wl10 wh10
rl10 rh10

wl00 wh00
rl00 rh00

wh11
rh11
wh11

10

00
wl00

wl10
wh10

wl01

1110

wh10
wl11
wl10

wl11
wh11
wh10

11

01

1011

wh11
wl11 wh11
rl11 rh11

wl01 wh01
rl01 rh01
(a) The automaton C(A0 )

wh10
rh10

(b) The automaton C(A1 )

Fig. 7. Most Permissive Controller for A0 × A1

l1

0

1

h1

0

h1

2

h2

3

l1

2

l1

1

(a) Automaton F

4
(b) Automaton H

Fig. 8. Two Automata
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This example also demonstrates that sometimes there is no most permissive controller. Assume Σu = ∅. F can be controlled7 to be BSNNI either
by disabling h1 (controller C1 ) or l1 (controller C2 ). Nevertheless neither
C1 (F) is a subgraph of C2 (F) nor C2 (F) is a subgraph of C1 (F) and
there is no more permissive controller.
Sometimes BSNNI can be enforced, but the most restrictive controller
(A\Σc ) does not work. For the automaton H of Fig. 8(b), with Σc = {h2 }
and Σu = {l1 , h1 }, we can see that H is BSNNI, but that H\Σc is not.
Those problems make the BSNNI control problem a lot harder than the
SNNI control problem.
5.2

Issues with the CSNNI Control Problem

As the BSNNI control problem does not have nice properties, we can focus
on the easier CSNNI control problem. If A\Σh is deterministic, SNNI is
equivalent to CSNNI and we can use the results of Section 4.
When A\Σh is not deterministic, there is a counterpart of Theorem 2 for
CSNNI:
Theorem 8. If all the controllable actions can be disabled, the CSNNICP can be checked in PTIME.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 extends easily to CSNNI. Thus there is a
controller C s.t. C(A)\Σh ⊑W C(A)/Σh iff A\Σc is CSNNI. This can be
checked in PTIME.
⊓
⊔
For the CSNNI-CP, there is not always a most permissive controller
as the following example on Fig. 9 demonstrates.
a

2
b

c

3

4

1

h

0

a

5

b

6

a
7
Fig. 9. Automaton J

c

8

In this example, Σc = {b, c}, Σu = {a, h} and Σh = {h}. We have
two good memoryless controllers for J : f1 with f1 (2) = b and f2 with
f2 (2) = c (fi (5) = b and fi (7) = b). Nevertheless, the “union” controller
f (2) = {b, c} is not a solution to CSNNI control problem on J .
7

We assume we can disable all the controllable actions.
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There is also no simple condition on the ordering of Σc and Σh that
implies the existence of a most permissive controller for the CSNNI control
problem.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have studied non-interference control problems. The
results we have obtained are: (1) the SNNI-CP can be solved in EXPTIME
(PTIME if A\Σh is deterministic) by solving a finite sequence of safety
games; (2) for the SNNI-CSP, if the system is controllable there is always
a most permissive controller; (3) for the BSNNI as well as for the CSNNI
control problem, there is not always a most permissive controller which
makes those problems harder.
Our future work will consist in:
1. finding the exact complexity of the SNNI-CP (an upper bound is
EXPTIME);
2. extend the result of Section 4 to systems given by timed automaton [11]. This can be done for classes of timed automata which are
determinizable (and a result of [5] is that the SNNI-CP is undecidable
for non-deterministic timed automata);
3. determine conditions under which a most permissive controller exists
for the BSNNI-CP and CSNNI-CP. Such conditions should extend the
one we gave in [6] i.e., Σc = Σh .
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